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PRIORITY-BASED GARBAGE COLLECTION FOR DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

[0001] This disclosure relates to data storage systems for computer

systems. More particularly, the disclosure relates to priority-based garbage

collection for data storage systems.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Data storage systems execute many housekeeping operations

in the course of their normal operation. For example, garbage collection is frequently

performed on memory regions that may contain both valid and invalid data. When a

region is selected for garbage collection, the garbage collection operation copies

valid data within the memory region to new location(s) in memory and then erases or

frees the entire region, thereby making the region available for future storage of data.

However, performing garbage collection involves substantial overhead, such as

increased write amplification in cases when solid state memory is used for storing

data. Accordingly, it is desirable to provide more efficient garbage collection

mechanisms.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] Systems and methods that embody the various features of the

invention will now be described with reference to the following drawings, in which:

[0004] Fig. 1 illustrates a combination of a host system and a data

storage system that implements priority-based garbage collection according to one

embodiment of the invention.

[0005] Fig. 2 illustrates a ranking based on priority information

according to one embodiment of the invention.

[0006] Fig. 3 illustrates operation of priority-based garbage collection

according to one embodiment of the invention.

[0007] Fig. 4 illustrates a flow diagram of priority-based garbage

collection according to another embodiment of the invention.



[0008] Fig. 5 illustrates selecting one or more regions for garbage

collection according to one embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] While certain embodiments are described, these embodiments

are presented by way of example only, and are not intended to limit the scope of

protection. Indeed, the novel methods and systems described herein may be

embodied in a variety of other forms. Furthermore, various omissions, substitutions,

and changes in the form of the methods and systems described herein may be made

without departing from the scope of protection.

Overview

[0010] Data storage systems such as flash storage devices perform

internal system operations, such as garbage collection, wear leveling, bad block

management, and the like to improve performance and longevity. Garbage

collection can involve copying valid data stored in a memory region to another

memory region, and further indicating that the former memory region no longer

stores any valid data. For prioritizing, garbage collection can utilize the amount of

invalid data remaining in the memory regions to be garbage collected. However,

garbage collection operation involves considerable overhead, and prioritizing

garbage collection based solely on the amount of invalid data may introduce

undesirable inefficiencies. For example, stored data may be associated with varying

levels of priority, and it can be advantageous to take priority of data into account

when performing garbage collection.

[0011] Embodiments of the present invention are directed to garbage

collection that takes into account priority of stored data when performing garbage

collection. In one embodiment, a non-volatile solid-state memory (NVSM) serves as

a cache in a hybrid disk drive that pairs the NVSM with rotating magnetic media.

During garbage collection of a memory region in the NVSM, priority information can

be used to make decisions whether, for example, to move data, evict data from

cache, consolidate data in the cache, and the like. For example, high priority data

can be moved to a different memory region for retaining valid data collected during

garbage collection, while low priority data can be evicted from the cache. Data



within a certain priority range that is just slightly higher than that of data subject to

eviction can be consolidated in yet another memory region. Because such data is

likely to be subject to eviction at a later time and become invalid data from the

garbage collection’s perspective, performing such consolidation of likely-to-be-

invalidated data while garbage collecting can reduce the overhead and improve

efficiency associated with future garbage collection operations. In addition, priority

information can be used to make decisions about flushing data from the cache to

another storage medium, such as magnetic disk. For example, non-redundant low

priority data stored in the cache can be periodically flushed to the other storage

medium. This can ensure that such data, which may be a candidate for eviction from

the cache at a later time, is synchronized.

[0012] In some embodiments, priority information can be a combination

of one or more of the following: priority provided by a host system (e.g., as part of

write data command), frequency of access of data, duration since last access of

data, frequency of reading versus writing data (e.g., read to write ratio), relative

importance of data within a priority level, whether data has been synchronized with

other storage, and the like. For example, frequently accessed data may be assigned

higher priority, as keeping frequently accessed data in the cache could improve

performance of a data storage system. As another example, data that has been

accessed more recently than other data may be assigned higher priority, as such

more recently accessed data could likely be accessed again in the future. As yet

another example, data that is more frequently read than written may be assigned

higher priority, as keeping such frequently read data in the cache could improve

performance while reducing NVSM wear. In some embodiments, priority may be

assigned based on a weighted combination of one or more foregoing factors.

[0013] For the sake of simplicity and illustration, the description below will

be focused on example embodiments where the non-volatile memory array 150

serves as cache memory to the magnetic storage 160. The scope of the disclosure,

however, is not limited to such embodiments. For example, in other embodiments, in

lieu of magnetic storage 160, the data storage system 120 may include another type

of data storage, such as a second non-volatile memory array. For example, the non-

volatile memory array 150 may comprise a type of memory that offers faster

write/read performance than the type of memory used in the second non-volatile



memory array. In some embodiments, the non-volatile memory array 150 may serve

as a cache to a data storage in a remote location, and synchronization of data may

take place over one or more network connections.

System Overview

[0014] Fig. 1 illustrates a combination 100 of a host system and a data

storage system that implements priority-based garbage collection according to one

embodiment of the invention. As is shown, the data storage system 120 (e.g., a

hybrid disk drive) includes a controller 130 and a non-volatile memory array 150, and

magnetic storage 160, which comprises magnetic media 164. The non-volatile

memory array 150 may comprise non-volatile memory, such as flash integrated

circuits, Chalcogenide RAM (C-RAM), Phase Change Memory (PC-RAM or PRAM),

Programmable Metallization Cell RAM (PMC-RAM or PMCm), Ovonic Unified

Memory (OUM), Resistance RAM (RRAM), NAND memory (e.g., single-level cell

(SLC) memory, multi-level cell (MLC) memory, or any combination thereof), NOR

memory, EEPROM, Ferroelectric Memory (FeRAM), Magnetoresistive RAM

(MRAM), other discrete NVM (non-volatile memory) chips, or any combination

thereof. The non-volatile memory array 150 can comprise one or more memory

regions, such as blocks, pages, etc. Memory regions can comprise memory units.

In one embodiment, the non-volatile memory array 150 can act as a cache for the

magnetic storage 160. The data storage system 120 can further comprise other

types of storage.

[0015] The controller 130 can be configured to receive data and/or

storage access commands from a storage interface module 112 (e.g., a device

driver) of a host system 110. Storage access commands communicated by the

storage interface 112 can include write data and read data commands issued by the

host system 110. Read and write commands can specify a logical address (e.g.,

logical block addresses or LBAs) used to access the data storage system 120. The

controller 130 can execute the received commands in the non-volatile memory array

150.

[0016] Data storage system 120 can store data communicated by the

host system 110. In other words, the data storage system 120 can act as memory

storage for the host system 110. To facilitate this function, the controller 130 can



implement a logical interface. The logical interface can present to the host system

110 data storage system’s memory as a set of logical addresses (e.g., contiguous

address) where user data can be stored. Internally, the controller 130 can map

logical addresses to various physical locations or addresses in the non-volatile

memory array 150, magnetic storage 160, and/or other storage modules. Physical

locations can be configured to store data. The controller 130 includes a garbage

collection module 132 configured to perform garbage collection of the non-volatile

memory array 150 and a data flush module 134 configured to synchronize data

stored (e.g., cached) in the non-volatile memory array 150 with the magnetic storage

160 and/or other storage modules. In one embodiment, the garbage collection

module 132 is configured to perform priority-based garbage collection, including the

task of selecting memory units (e.g., blocks) on which garbage collection is to be

performed. In one embodiment, the data flush module 134 is configured to perform

priority-based flushing of data.

Priority-Based Garbage Collection

[0017] Fig. 2 illustrates a ranking 200 of data units based on the data

units’ priority information according to one embodiment of the invention. The ranking

200 can be represented using a suitable data structure, such as list, queue, table,

hash table, graph, etc. In one embodiment, the ranking 200 can be represented as a

queue sorted according to priority information. For example, the ranking 200 can

indicate positions of data units (e.g., logical addresses) stored in the non-volatile

memory array 150 sorted according to priority information associated with stored

data. In one embodiment, the data units may be sorted primarily according to a

hinted priority level information received from the host, and then secondarily based

on an observed data access metric such as a least recently access (LRU) criterion.

[0018] As is illustrated, data units corresponding to ranking range 202

have priority information that does not satisfy (e.g., is higher than) a consolidation

threshold 210 and eviction threshold 220. For example, if the consolidation

threshold is set at a priority score of 9 and the eviction threshold is set at 6, a data

unit (e.g., logical block address (LBA)) with a priority score of 15 would be above

both thresholds and in the ranking range 202. Such a data unit may be high priority

data (e.g., frequently read data) that should be kept in the non-volatile memory array



150 which is serving as a cache of a hybrid drive in one or more embodiments. Thus,

high priority data units (e.g., LBAs) in ranking range 202 can be moved or copied to

a different memory region of the non-volatile memory array 150 during garbage

collection. Such different memory region may be a free memory region designated

for storing valid data to be preserved during garbage collection.

[0019] Embodiments of the invention modify conventional garbage

collection with respect to data units in other ranking ranges. The first modification

involves data units in ranking range 204 that have priority information that satisfies

(e.g., is lower than) the consolidation threshold 210 but is higher than the eviction

threshold 220. As discussed above, such data may be evicted from the non-volatile

memory array 150 in the near future, as suggested by the priority information.

Therefore, data units in ranking range 204 can be consolidated in yet another

memory region of the non-volatile memory array 150 during garbage collection.

Such memory region may be used to consolidate data units from various memory

regions. To illustrate this, consider an example where a conventional garbage

collection process may copy all valid data units from certain blocks 1-N to a free

block X. In one embodiment, however, valid data units from blocks 1-N receive

different treatment based on their priority ranking. For example, those valid data

within ranking range 204 would not be copied to block X, but to a block Y reserved

for consolidating such data, while valid data within ranking range 202 would continue

to be copied to block X. Block Y, filled with such lower priority data that is likely to be

invalidated soon, and would thus be an excellent candidate for a future garbage

collection operation.

[0020] The second modification involves data units in ranking range 206

that have priority information that satisfies (e.g., is lower than) the consolidation

threshold 210 and the eviction threshold 220. Data units in ranking range 206 can

be evicted or marked for eviction from the non-volatile memory array 150 during

garbage collection. Again, as the non-volatile memory array 150 is acting as a

cache, certain data may have such low priority that they should be evicted. Thus,

some embodiments of the invention integrate this eviction consideration into the

garbage collection process, so that certain valid data that would normally be

preserved under a conventional garbage collection scheme are not preserved in the

garbage collection scheme of some embodiments. In other words, such valid data



are treated as if they were invalid data. For example, data units in ranking range 206

can be marked for deletion and not moved or copied to any memory region in the

non-volatile memory array 150. Continuing on the example above, valid data in

ranking range 206 that is encountered during garbage collection would not be copied

to any block as all (as supposed to being copied to block X under the convention

scheme).

[0021] In one embodiment, the eviction threshold 220 and/or

consolidation threshold 210 can be selected based on various factors. For example,

setting the eviction threshold high (e.g., so that more data is evicted) would allow

new data to be stored in the non-volatile memory array 150. On the other hand,

already stored data may be evicted. This may be advantageous when the data

storage system 120 determines that at least a portion of data stored in the non-

volatile memory array 150 has become outdated or stale. This determination may be

based at least in part on the activity of the host system 110. In one embodiment,

eviction threshold 220 and/or consolidation threshold 210 can be dynamically

adjusted during the operation of the data storage system 120. Those skilled in the

art would appreciate that the priority ranking illustrated in Fig. 2 is an example only

and that in other embodiments could use a different scheme (such as reverse the

meaning of “highest” to “lowest” with respect to the priority ranking determination). In

other embodiments, other methods of tracking priority such as data flags, linked

links, bit maps, and the like may be used. The above described garbage collection

systems and processes do not relying upon a specific type of priority tracking

mechanism.

[0022] Fig. 3 illustrates operation of priority-based garbage collection

300 according to one embodiment of the invention. Priority-based garbage collection

300 can be executed by the controller 130 and/or the garbage collection module 132

and/or the data flush module 134. As is illustrated, memory regions 310 and 320 are

being garbage collected. Priority-based garbage collection 300 determines priority

information associated with data units of 312, 314, 316, 318, and 319 of region 310

and data units 322, 324, 326, 328, and 329 of region 320. In one embodiment,

priority-based based garbage collection 300 determines priority information using the

ranking 200. For example, priority-based based garbage collection 300 can look up

priority information associated with the data units.



[0023] In the example of Fig. 3, data units 312, 314, 316, and 318 has

been determined by the priority-based garbage collection 300 as valid (e.g., not stale

or invalidated by a more recent copy of data stored elsewhere). As noted above,

valid data will receive different treatment depending on their associated priority

information.

[0024] In the first case, priority-based garbage collection 300 determines

that priority information associated with data unit 312 indicates that it is subject to

eviction. For example, garbage collection 300 determines that the priority

information satisfies the eviction threshold 220. In addition, priority-based garbage

collection 300 determines that data unit 312 has not been synchronized with, for

example, magnetic storage 160. For instance, data unit 312 can be the most recent

copy of data stored by the host system 110. In other words, data stored in the

memory unit 312 is non-redundant. Thus, data unit 312 is not evictable from the

non-volatile memory array 150. In one embodiment, data unit 312 can be copied to

a different memory region.

[0025] In the second case, priority-based garbage collection 300

determines that priority information associated with data unit 314 indicates that it is

also subject to eviction. Unlike data unit 312, data unit 314 has been synchronized

with, for example, magnetic storage 160. Thus, data unit 314 can be evicted from

the non-volatile memory array 150, without being flushed to the magnetic storage

160. In one embodiment, the memory location within the memory region 310 storing

data unit 314 can be marked for subsequent deletion or overwriting.

[0026] In the third case, priority-based garbage collection 300

determines that priority information associated with data unit 316 indicates that it is

subject to consolidation (e.g., its priority information satisfies the consolidation

threshold 210). Thus, data unit 316 can be consolidated in memory region 340,

which is configured to store data designated for consolidation. In one embodiment,

consolidating lower priority data in one or more memory regions can increase

efficiency of garbage collection, as such data is likely to be evicted in the future. For

example, write amplification associated with moving or copying data within the non-

volatile memory array 150 can be reduced as a result of consolidating lower priority

data in one or more memory regions. As is illustrated, data unit 316 is copied to the

memory region 340. In one embodiment, the memory location within the memory



region 310 storing data unit 316 can be marked for subsequent deletion or

overwriting.

[0027] In the fourth case, priority-based garbage collection 300

determines that priority information associated with data unit 318 indicates that it is

not subject to eviction or consolidation. For example, garbage collection 300

determines that the priority information does not satisfy the consolidation threshold

210 or the eviction threshold 220. Thus, data unit 318 can be moved or copied to

another memory region 330, as with conventional garbage collection. For example,

such data may be high priority data that should be retained in the non-volatile

memory array 150. As is illustrated, data unit 318 is copied to the memory region

330. In one embodiment, the memory location within the memory region 310 storing

data unit 318 can be marked for subsequent deletion or overwriting.

[0028] Finally, any invalid data encountered by the priority-based

garbage collection 300 is handled the same way as with conventional garbage

collection. Thus data unit 319, which is invalid (e.g., stale or invalidated by a more

recent copy of data stored elsewhere), is not copied to another memory region, and

the memory location within the memory region 310 storing data unit 319 can be

marked for subsequent deletion or overwriting.

[0029] With respect to memory region 320, priority-based garbage

collection 300 performs similar actions on the data units 322, 324, 326, 328, and 329

and treats each according to its associated priority information, as with the above

described counterparts within the memory region 310. In one embodiment, data unit

326 can be copied to a memory region different from that where data unit 316 is

copied. For example, memory region 340 may be full and a different consolidation

region may be used.

[0030] In the same way, in one embodiment, data unit 328 can be

copied to a memory region different from that where data unit 318 is copied. For

example, memory region 330 may be full and a different memory region may be

used.

[0031] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a process 400 of priority-

based garbage collection according to one embodiment of the invention. The

process 400 can be executed by the controller 130 and/or the garbage collection

module 132 and/or the data flush module 134. The process 400 starts in block 402



where it selects a memory region for garbage collection. The process 400 transitions

to block 404 where it identifies one or more memory units that store valid data. For

each such memory unit, the process 400 performs the following operations.

[0032] In block 406, the process 400 determines whether data unit

stored in a memory unit is subject to eviction. In one embodiment, the process 400

determines whether the priority information associated with the data unit satisfies the

eviction threshold 220, and whether the data unit is redundant. If the process 400

determines that both of these conditions are satisfied, the data unit is evictable, and,

the process transitions to block 408 where it evicts the data unit from the non-volatile

memory 150. In one embodiment, the process 400 can mark the data unit for

subsequent deletion or overwriting. The process 400 then transitions to block 416

where it determines whether there are additional memory units to process. If the

process 400 determines that there are one or more additional memory units to

process, the process 400 transitions to 406 where it processes the next data unit.

Otherwise, the process 400 terminates.

[0033] If in block 406 the process 400 determines that the data unit is

not subject to eviction, the process transitions to block 410 where it determines

whether the data unit is subject to consolidation. In one embodiment, the process

400 determines whether the priority information associated with the data unit

satisfies the consolidation threshold 210. If the process 400 determines that the data

unit is subject to consolidation, the process transitions to block 412 where it copies

the data unit to a memory unit in a first memory region, which is configured as a

consolidation memory region. The process 400 then transitions to block 416 where it

determines whether there are additional memory units to process. If the process 400

determines that there are one or more additional memory units to process, the

process 400 transitions to 406 where it processes the next data unit. Otherwise, the

process 400 terminates.

[0034] If in block 410 the process 400 determines that the data unit is

not subject to consolidation, the process transitions to block 414. For example, the

data unit is high priority data, such as data unit from the ranking range 202 of Fig, 2,

or non-redundant, low priority data. In block 414, the process 400 moves or copies

the data unit to a memory unit to a second memory region, which is configured as a

standard memory region. The process 400 then transitions to block 416 where it



determines whether there are additional memory units to process. If the process 400

determines that there are one or more additional memory units to process, the

process 400 transitions to 406 where it processes the next data unit. Otherwise, the

process 400 terminates.

[0035] Fig. 5 illustrates selecting one or more regions for garbage

collection according to one embodiment of the invention. Selecting the one or more

regions for garbage collection can be executed by the controller 130 and/or the

garbage collection module 132. In one embodiment, the selection can be performed

in block 402 of Fig. 4. Garbage collection candidate list 500 includes memory

regions, such as blocks, 502, 504, 506, 520, 530, etc. Traditionally, garbage

collection candidate list can be sorted according to a number of invalid data units in a

memory region. In one embodiment, garbage collection candidates list 500 is also

sorted according to the priority information associated with the data units. For

example, a combined metric that takes into account number of invalid data units in

the region and priority information of the data units stored in the region can be

computed. In one embodiment, the combined metric is a sum of the number of

invalid data units and the number of evictable data units (e.g., redundant data units

whose priority information satisfies the eviction threshold 220). In another

embodiment, the combined metric is a weighted average of the number of invalid

data units and the priority information associated with the data units stored in the

region. The entries in the list 500 can be sorted according to the descending order

of priority. That is, regions with higher combined metric can be placed at the top of

the list 500. Higher combined metric can indicate that the region is a more likely

candidate for garbage collection. For example, region 502 can be the most likely

candidate for garbage collection. In another embodiment, the entries in the list can

be sorted according to the ascending order of priority. In another embodiment,

higher combined metric can indicate that the region is a less likely candidate for

garbage collection. In yet another embodiment, any suitable data structure can be

used along with or in place of the list 500, such as queue, table, hash table, graph,

etc.

[0036] In one embodiment, during garbage collection, data units that

store invalid data and data units that have valid, redundant (e.g., synchronized) data

whose priority information satisfies the eviction threshold 220 can be garbage



collected efficiently because such data units are not copied or moved to any other

memory region. Data units that have valid data whose priority information satisfies

the eviction threshold 220 but whose data is non-redundant are not evictable and

may need to copied or moved to another memory region during garbage collection.

For instance, the magnetic disk may not be spinning during garbage collection, and

therefore non-redundant data cannot be synchronized. As another example, even if

the magnetic disk is spinning, it may not be desirable to copy non-redundant data to

the disk due to the delays associated with copying. Accordingly, it may be

advantageous to flush to the magnetic storage 160 valid, non-redundant, low priority

data units so that the efficiency of garbage collection are enhanced. Such flushing

can be performed by the data flush module 134.

[0037] In one embodiment, flushing of non-redundant, low priority data

units takes into account priority information associated with the data units. Flushing

non-redundant data units can increase the combined metric of a region where data

units are stored provided that priority information of flushed data units satisfies the

eviction threshold 220. The data flush module 134 can select for flushing one or

more non-redundant data units whose priority information satisfies the eviction

threshold 220, thereby making such one or more regions more attractive candidates

for garbage collection. Once such non-redundant data units have been flushed, they

can be evicted during garbage collection. Accordingly, the efficiency of garbage

collection is improved. Using this approach, flushing of low priority data is reordered

or prioritized so that the efficiency of garbage collection is enhanced.

[0038] In one embodiment, data units can be selected for

synchronization with the magnetic storage 160 by giving preference to those data

units that satisfy the eviction threshold 220 and are stored in one or more memory

regions that are candidates for garbage collection. At least some data units so

selected are synchronized or flushed. These flushed data units can be evicted

during garbage collection. For example, flushed data units can be designated not to

be copied to any memory region during garbage collection.

[0039] For example, suppose that region 506 stores 50% invalid data

units, 10% valid, redundant data units whose priority information satisfies the eviction

threshold 220, and 15% valid, non-redundant data units whose priority information

satisfies the eviction threshold 220. Before the non-redundant low priority data units



are flushed, the combined metric of the region 506 is 60. However, if all non-

redundant low priority data units are flushed or synchronized, the combined metric of

the region would increase to 75. Accordingly, region 506 would become a more

attractive candidate for garbage collection as only 25% of data units stored in the

region may need to be copied or moved to another memory region during garbage

collection.

Conclusion

[0040] The disclosed priority-based garbage collection utilizes

attributes of data stored in the non-volatile memory array in order to improve

efficiency of garbage collection and of the overall data storage system. A set of low

priority data can be selectively evicted from the non-volatile memory array. This can,

for example, reduce write amplification associated with garbage collection. Another

set of low priority data can be regrouped or consolidated in a different region of the

non-volatile memory array. In addition, flushing of data can be performed in order to

enhance or optimize garbage collection. Performance and endurance can thereby

be improved.

Other Variations

[0041] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that in some

embodiments, disclosed techniques can applied to other housekeeping operations

performed by a storage system. For example, priority of data can be taken into

account during wear leveling, bad block management, and so on. In addition,

additional factors can be used to determine priority of stored data. Moreover, priority

of stored data can be determined using any suitable combination of factors and

applying any suitable function to the combination, such as averaging, weighted

averaging, least squares determination, and other linear and/or nonlinear functions.

The actual steps taken in the disclosed processes, such as the processes illustrated

in Figs. 3 and 4, may differ from those shown in the figures. Additional system

components can be utilized, and disclosed system components can be combined or

omitted. Depending on the embodiment, certain of the steps described above may

be removed, others may be added. Accordingly, the scope of the present disclosure

is intended to be defined only by reference to the appended claims.



[0042] While certain embodiments have been described, these

embodiments have been presented by way of example only, and are not intended to

limit the scope of the protection. Indeed, the novel methods and systems described

herein may be embodied in a variety of other forms. Furthermore, various

omissions, substitutions and changes in the form of the methods and systems

described herein may be made without departing from the spirit of the protection.

The accompanying claims and their equivalents are intended to cover such forms or

modifications as would fall within the scope and spirit of the protection. For example,

the systems and methods disclosed herein can be applied to hard disk drives, solid

state drives, and the like. In addition, other forms of storage (e.g., DRAM or SRAM,

battery backed-up volatile DRAM or SRAM devices, EPROM, EEPROM memory,

etc.) may additionally or alternatively be used. As another example, the various

components illustrated in the figures may be implemented as software and/or

firmware on a processor, ASIC/FPGA, or dedicated hardware. Also, the features

and attributes of the specific embodiments disclosed above may be combined in

different ways to form additional embodiments, all of which fall within the scope of

the present disclosure. Although the present disclosure provides certain preferred

embodiments and applications, other embodiments that are apparent to those of

ordinary skill in the art, including embodiments which do not provide all of the

features and advantages set forth herein, are also within the scope of this disclosure.

Accordingly, the scope of the present disclosure is intended to be defined only by

reference to the appended claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A data storage system, comprising:

a non-volatile memory array having plurality of memory regions

configured to store a plurality of data units;

a magnetic storage configured to store data; and

a controller configured to perform garbage collection of a first memory

region by at least:

identifying data units in the first memory region that contain valid

data;

designating, based on a priority information associated with

each data unit, at least some of data units containing valid data as data

units not to be copied to the second memory region, wherein the

designating includes at least one of:

1) designating data units not to be copied to any memory

region in the non-volatile memory array for eviction; and

2) designating data units to be copied to a third memory

region for consolidation;

copying to the second memory region data units that contain

valid data and that are not designated as data units not to be copied to

the second memory region.

2. The data storage system of claim 1, wherein the controller is further

configured to copy to the third memory region data units that contain valid data and

that are designated for consolidation.

3. The data storage system of claim 2, wherein the controller is further

configured to designate at least some data units in the third memory region as data

units not to be copied to any memory region in the non-volatile memory array.

4. The data storage system of claim 1, wherein the controller is

configured to designate data units not to be copied to any memory region in the non-

volatile memory array by comparing the priority information to an eviction threshold.

5. The data storage system of claim 1, wherein the controller is further

configured to:



determine garbage collection rankings of the memory regions based at

least in part on the priority information of the data units in the memory region;

and

select one or more memory regions for garbage collection based on

the rankings.

6. The data storage system of claim 5, wherein the one or more selected

memory regions for garbage collection comprises the first memory region.

7. The data storage system of claim 5, wherein the controller is further

configured to:

in selecting data for synchronization with the magnetic storage, give

preference to data the: (1) satisfy an eviction threshold based on their

associated priority, and (2) reside in the one or more memory regions that are

candidates for garbage collection;

synchronize at least some of the selected data; and

designate the synchronized data not to be copied to any memory

region in the non-volatile memory array during garbage collection.

8. The data storage system of claim 1, wherein the controller is

configured to designate a data unit to be copied to the third memory region for

consolidation by comparing the priority information to a consolidation threshold.

9. The data storage system of claim 1, wherein the priority information

associated with a data unit is based on one or more of: priority information provided

by a host system, frequency of access of the data unit, duration since last access of

the data unit, and read to write ratio of the data unit.

10. In a data storage system comprising a non-volatile memory array

having plurality of memory regions configured to store a plurality of data units, a

method of performing garbage collection, the method comprising:

identifying data units in a first memory region that contain valid;

designating, based on a priority information associated with each data

unit, at least some of data units containing valid data as data units not to be

copied to the second memory region, wherein the designating includes at

least one of:



1) designating data units not to be copied to any memory region

in the non-volatile memory array for eviction to another data storage;

and

2) designating data units to be copied to a third memory region

for consolidation;

copying to the second memory region data units that contain valid data

and that are not designated as data units not to be copied to the second

memory region,

wherein the method is performed under control of a controller.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising copying to the third

memory region data units that contain valid data and that are designated for

consolidation.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising designating at least some

data units in the third memory region as data units not to be copied to any memory

region in the non-volatile memory array.

13. The method of claim 10, wherein designating data units not to be

copied to any memory region in the non-volatile memory array comprises comparing

the priority information to an eviction threshold.

14. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

determining garbage collection rankings of the memory regions based

at least in part on the priority information of the data units in the memory

region; and

selecting one or more memory regions for garbage collection based on

the rankings.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the one or more selected memory

regions for garbage collection comprises the first memory region.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein:

in selecting data for synchronization with the another data storage, give

preference to data that (1) satisfy an eviction threshold based on their

associated priority, and (2) reside in the one or more memory regions that are

candidates for garbage collection;

synchronize at least some selected data; and



designate the synchronized data not to be copied to any memory

region in the non-volatile memory array during garbage collection.

17. The method of claim 10, wherein designating a data unit to be copied

to the third memory region for consolidation comprises comparing the priority

information to a consolidation threshold.

18. The method of claim 10, wherein the priority information associated

with a data unit is based on one or more of: priority information provided by a host

system, frequency of access of the data unit, duration since last access of the data

unit, and read to write ratio of the data unit.

19. The method of claim 10, wherein the data storage system further

comprises magnetic media configured as the another data storage, and wherein the

non-volatile memory array is configured as cache memory for the magnetic storage.

20. The method of claim 10, wherein the another data storage comprises a

remote data storage and the non-volatile memory array is configured as cache

memory to the remote data storage.

21. A data storage system, comprising:

a non-volatile memory array having plurality of memory regions

configured to store a plurality of data units;

a controller configured to perform garbage collection of a first memory

region by at least:

identifying data units in the first memory region that contain valid

data;

designating, based on a priority information associated with

each data unit, at least some of data units containing valid data as data

units not to be copied to the second memory region, wherein the

designating includes at least one of:

1) designating data units not to be copied to any memory

region in the non-volatile memory array for eviction to another

data storage; and

2) designating data units to be copied to a third memory

region for consolidation;



copying to the second memory region data units that contain

valid data and that are not designated as data units not to be copied to

the second memory region.

22. The data storage system of claim 21, wherein the data storage system

further comprises magnetic media configured as the another data storage and

wherein the non-volatile memory array is configured as cache memory for the

magnetic storage.

23. The data storage system of claim 21, wherein the another data storage

comprises a remote data storage and the non-volatile memory array is configured as

cache memory to the remote data storage.
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